Objectives Left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) is a key component of heart failure quality measures used within the Department of Veteran Affairs (VA). Our goals were to build a natural language processing system to extract the EF from free-text echocardiogram reports to automate measurement reporting and to validate the accuracy of the system using a comparison reference standard developed through human review. This project was a Translational Use Case Project within the VA Consortium for Healthcare Informatics. Materials and methods We created a set of regular expressions and rules to capture the EF using a random sample of 765 echocardiograms from seven VA medical centers. The documents were randomly assigned to two sets: a set of 275 used for training and a second set of 490 used for testing and validation. To establish the reference standard, two independent reviewers annotated all documents in both sets; a third reviewer adjudicated disagreements. Results System test results for document-level classification of EF of <40% had a sensitivity (recall) of 98.41%, a specificity of 100%, a positive predictive value (precision) of 100%, and an F measure of 99.2%. System test results at the concept level had a sensitivity of 88.9% (95% CI 87.7% to 90.0%), a positive predictive value of 95% (95% CI 94.2% to 95.9%), and an F measure of 91.9% (95% CI 91.2% to 92.7%). Discussion An EF value of <40% can be accurately identified in VA echocardiogram reports. Conclusions An automated information extraction system can be used to accurately extract EF for quality measurement.
OBJECTIVES
Effective quality and performance monitoring and feedback requires complete and accurate information, a goal congruent with the 'meaningful use' concept promulgated by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 1e6 The VA External Peer Review Program (EPRP) provides metrics of accountability for heart failure to determine if clinical guidelines are being used by treatment providers appropriately to facilitate high-quality care for veterans. 3e5 7 These performance measures are formulated from evidence-based clinical practice guidelines developed by the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association. 8 9 A key clinical component of the guideline is assessment of the left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) and the determination of whether the EF is <40%, as this identifies patients eligible for lifeprolonging treatments. 9 The VA has used automated information systems since 1985 in the form of the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) and the Computerized Patient Record System. 10e12 Methods of automating the performance measurement from available structured data using the VA electronic health record (EHR) have been developed by Goulet et al 13 for other measures; however, the EF is not consistently available in a structured form that can be used for quality measurement. Our research addresses this key gap in automated data collection for heart failure and provides mechanisms to further national efforts to develop EHRs that facilitate quality care.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Heart failure is the number one reason for discharge of veterans treated within the VA healthcare system.
14 Approximately 5.8 million people in the USA have experienced heart failure and each year 670 000 people are diagnosed with it for the first time. In 2010, heart failure cost the USA $39.2 billion 15 ; these costs were associated with healthcare services, medications, and lost productivity of workers with heart failure. 16 Multiple life-prolonging treatments for patients with heart failure have been demonstrated in randomized trials that enrolled patients with an EF of <40%. 9 Thus, the EF measurement helps clinicians determine a patient's treatment. Accordingly, the VA and other organizations, such as the Joint Commission, have used assessment of EF as a measure of quality and performance. Currently, VA EPRP abstractors manually abstract data from the Computerized Patient Record System for this purpose. 7 Human abstraction is time consuming and expensive. 17 Furthermore, readily adaptable information technologies exist to automate and reliably extract this type of information from free-text data. 17 18 Natural language processing (NLP) approaches have been developed to identify patients with heart failure for prospective clinical trials 19 and to extract clinical concepts related to heart failure from radiology 20 and non-VA echocardiogram reports. 21 We believe that similar NLP approaches could be used to extract concepts from VA echocardiograms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Setting and context
The Consortium for Healthcare Informatics Research (CHIR) 22 is a major VA research initiative, formed to create new tools and methods for NLP. VA Informatics and Computing Infrastructure (VINCI) 23 facilitates the use of data in a secure environment and serves as both a software development environment and a secure location to store and analyze data. This study used VINCI and was conducted within CHIR. The VA's Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) 24 is a national repository comprising data from many VA clinical and administrative systems which provided data for this work in association with VINCI. The documents used in this research were obtained from the VA CDW and housed within VINCI to develop the NLP system.
Document acquisition and document formats
Echocardiogram text documents can be found in a variety of locations within the VistA files, including the Text Integration Utilities (TIU) note file, radiology file, and medicine file. TIU is a set of software tools used in the VA to create and manage clinical documents in a standardized manner 25 and is also the label of one file within VistA, where documents developed by TIU software are stored. The principal investigator and clinical domain experts developed a query for the CDW tables associated with the VA EHR for echocardiogram reports from April 1, 2007 through September 30, 2008 from one VA medical center and from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2008 for the remaining centers. Data were available for the majority of medical centers in our study through VINCI, but for one medical center there were limited data. We found 14 118 documents that met the target date range.
The 14 118 documents were grouped into sets based on originating site and placed in ascending length order. To eliminate incomplete notes, the research team visually examined notes and determined the minimum number of characters constituting complete notes. This number varied by site (500, 550, 600, 1200, 1500) due to document formatting and inclusion of header and footer text. Selecting only reports longer than the designated minimum reduced the number to 12 002.
The team visually analyzed a sample of 15e20 documents from each medical center to determine the degree of document structure as follows.
We found that the characteristics of the documents varied by VA location. We categorized the document based on the degree of structure noted above as illustrated in figures 1e3. We also categorized documents with similar characteristics, such as use of an outline, large headers, small headers, and the location of the conclusion section, into five distinct document formats, numbering each document according to its format. We identified the relevant conclusion section for each numbered format from which the EF was to be derived and the number of sections in each document as described in table 1.
The 12 002 reports in the document set were then placed in random order by medical center, and a random selection of 765 echocardiogram reports was drawn based on our sampling strategy described below. We then removed all obvious identifiers not needed for the research in accordance with IRB/human subject approval requirements.
Sampling strategy for document determination
The minimum sample size requirements were determined to provide specified confidence and power to assess recall in the test set of documents. Adjustments to the base sample size were made to account for documents that did not have EF information, for clustering of documents within the seven VA facilities, and for oversampling of unstructured and semi-structured document formats (figures 1 and 2).
For a non-clustered design, the minimum required sample size for recall was obtained using exact power calculations for a onesided binomial test. For this application, the alternative hypothesis was defined as the proportion of positive cases (EF <40%) correctly identified, and recall as being above the specified threshold with at least 80% probability (power) that the 95% lower confidence bound exceeds the specified threshold of 0.90. This calculation resulted in a minimum of 179 documents. It was estimated that 80% of documents would contain EF information. In all we used 224 (179/0.8) documents.
In this study, each VA site was a cluster. We assumed that documents from the same cluster were correlated. We first calculated the required sample size assuming documents were independent, and then adjusted the sample size based on the clustering effect. We calculated the number of documents required per site based on the number of sites available and the intra-class correlation (ICC). To account for correlation, we used the design effect (Deff) to modify the usual method to calculate the number of records required per site: Deff¼1+(mÀ1)3ICC, where m is the minimum sample size divided by the number of sites.
For 32 documents per cluster (224/7) and an ICC of 0.005, the design effect was 1.155. Therefore, the minimum number of positive cases in the clustered design was 22431.155¼259. Dividing these cases evenly among facilities resulted in 37 per facility. Doubling the sample size for the three facilities with unor semi-structured formats resulted in a minimum of 367 documents in the test set. Because we had a total of 765 documents, 398 documents were available for training; we assigned the 765 documents randomly to test or training.
Reference standard development
Our reference standard was produced by human annotators using an annotation schema and guidelines. The schema and guidelines were pilot tested and iteratively developed (figures 1e3).
26e28 Annotation guidelines provided explicit examples and were used to train the annotators. 29 Several members of the research team conducted annotator training on documents reserved for that purpose until all three pairs of annotators achieved an inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of 90%, 30 and they began to annotate the 765 documents in the training and test sets. The IAA was assessed to determine the reliability of the reference standard. 31 Cohen's k was used to assess pair-wise reliability.
There were three annotators in total who rotated in and out of the role of adjudicator, taking turns as both an annotator and an adjudicator. If there were differences between the two annotators' findings, the third annotator, serving in an adjudicator role, resolved the discrepancy. All three annotators were nurses trained to abstract quality measurement information, including EF, for the VA EPRP program. They were also given training based on the written annotation guidelines and using annotation software. We used Knowtator as the annotation software, a general-purpose text annotation tool developed to assist in evaluation of NLP systems, 30 32e34 and to develop a reference standard for NLP training and evaluation. The coinvestigator responsible for developing the system did not participate in annotation development and did not have access to annotated test documents. Further, the test set was annotated independently of system development.
The Knowtator schema for this project included three classes of concepts, each corresponding to a concept in the domain. 34 The first class of concepts was 'all mentions of EF of the left ventricle.' The second class of concepts was 'all mentions of the quantitative value associated with the EF.' The third class of concepts was qualitative assessment of EF and the left ventricular (LV) systolic function. Note that moderate or worse LV systolic dysfunction was considered functionally equivalent to EF <40%. The method used to measure EF and the section of the report in which the EF mention was found were also annotated. All EF mentions were annotated.
Measurements
In addition to providing descriptive statistics, we used measurements (not clustered by site) for NLP system training and testing based on partial and exact matching of the reference standard and NLP system output. These included precision (equivalent to positive predictive value), recall (equivalent to sensitivity or true positive rate), accuracy, and the F measure, the harmonic mean of recall and precision for concept classes. Accuracy was calculated by dividing the number of correct identifications by the NLP system, when compared to the reference standard, by the number of documents the system reviewed. We used Cohen's k to determine the IAA when there was comparison of two annotators during the development of the reference standard, and the multi-rater Fleiss' k was used to establish agreement among all three annotators. In addition, we determined false positives and false negatives and conducted detailed failure analyses at each iteration of system development during training.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT: NLP TRAINING AND TESTING FOR CONCEPT EXTRACTION AND RULE DEVELOPMENT FOR INFERENCE
The system was designed within the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) framework. 35 Determining the document-level classification of EF greater than or less than 40% was achieved in two steps, first by extracting concepts from the report text (NLP development) and then by using this information to determine the binary classification of whether or not the document contained an EF of <40% (inference).
NLP development for concept extraction
Once the training and test sets were established, we divided the training set reports into batches. The batches were determined by selecting 15e45 documents for each batch starting with the first document in the training set. Based on a review of the first batch, we developed an initial set of patterns for the NLP system to extract concepts and classify them (figure 4).
Regular expressions, string matching, and filters were used to extract each of the concept classes (figure 5, items AeF). The report was split into sections by regular expressions that identified numbered or lettered lists and paragraphs that started with words followed by a colon ( figure 5, item A) . The concepts were found using multi-part regular expressions that allowed for variation in expression ( figure 5, item B) . For example, introductory text such as 'estimated' or 'visual estimate of ' could have been followed by modifiers like 'global,' 'LV,' or 'left-sided,' which could have been followed by the concept 'EF,' 'function,' 'systolic function/dysfunction,' or 'contractility.' Because of the general nature of some of the concepts (such as 'function'), the section in which the concept was found and the preceding text to each mention of the concept was used as a filter. Previous exams and reference to the right ventricle would exclude a concept. A list of possible ways that concepts could be expressed in the text was developed during the iterative failure analysis process during training. After each new document was added to the training set, new concepts were added to the list.
Qualitative values were found using number patterns, but allowed for modifiers such as 'near,' '>,' '%,' and ranges of values (figure 5, item C). Quantitative assessments were found in a similar manner ( figure 5, item D) . The method by which the EF value was measured in the report (usually M-mode or Simpson's method) was also identified (figure 5, item E). The reason for finding the method information was to validate the text when two different values were found in the same sentence. The individual instances of each class were then combined so that the EF mention, qualitative and qualitative assessments, and context could be evaluated together ( figure 5, item F) . To do this, patterns were created that used the individual concept classes instead of the actual text.
The original report text was temporarily replaced by tags that represented the concept classes. This two-phase pattern building allowed complex regular expressions to be used for the individual classes along with rules and filtering. However, only the Figure 4 Development of annotation guideline and schema for establishment of a reference standard. IAA, inter-annotator agreement.
end result (represented as tags in the text) was used for the next set of patterns. Because the combination of values was prone to much more variation than the individual concept classes, the list of patterns used to combine the concepts had the most number of regular expressions and took the most number of iterations to converge on a final pattern set. The patterns included the individual concept class tags in different combinations and order and included connecting text (such as 'appears to be,' 'was about,' 'around') that was often interspersed. As part of the NLP training process, we conducted a detailed failure analysis to identify needed changes and update or add to the patterns set. We repeated these steps using the training batches, modifying the patterns iteratively, until the system reached a recall and precision target level of 90% for identifying relevant concepts. Please see table 3 
Rule development for inference
Rules were used to assess each of the combinations of concepts in the document and gave positive weight toward a final score of combinations providing evidence of the classification of EF >40% and negative weight to combinations providing evidence of EF <40%. Each assessment was mapped as positive or negative evidence and given the same weight as quantitative values. After all mentions had been assessed, documents with a final score >0 were classified as EF >40%, <0 were classified as EF <40%, and 0 were classified as unknown EF. The patterns for concept extraction and rules for inference and classification were developed for use across all of the VA sites in the study and were not specific to any one site. We named this system Capture with UIMA of Needed Data using Regular Expressions for EF (CUIMANDREef) (figure 6).
The section heading and location in the document was used to determine the sections of the echocardiogram report, such as measurements taken by the ultrasound machine and the conclusion section. This was done so that when there were multiple mentions of EF, the system could obtain the EF from the section that represented the synthesis of the assessment of the heart, many times titled 'conclusion' section, or commonly, but not always, following the imaging and measurement sections. During training, the performance of the system reached the pre-specified level of accuracy without using all of the training documents. The 123 unused documents were added to the original test set of 367 documents, giving us a total of 490 documents in the test set.
RESULTS

Reference standard development: results of inter-rater agreement
The prevalence of EF of <40% was calculated based on the test set annotation (reference standard) and found to be 13.5%.
Because the prevalence was neither very high nor very low, no adjustment for prevalence was necessary to assess reliability and Cohen's k was used. The reliability between pairs of annotators ranged from substantial to almost perfect agreement (table 2) is a result of this sensitivity. A small set of 28 documents were rated by all three annotators (A1, A2, A3) to establish agreement among all annotators, for which the multi-rater Fleiss' k was calculated to be 0.608 (p<0.0001), constituting moderate to substantial agreement.
System development and training
As part of the training, we used an initial set of regular expressions, strings, and filters for concept extraction purposes and a set of rules to use the extracted concepts to infer the binary classification of whether the echocardiogram had an EF of <40% or not from documents in the training set. Seven iterations of the regular expressions pattern set development were undertaken before testing (see table 3 ). The baseline performance of the initial pattern set was recall of 55.56%, precision of 36.25%, and an F measure of 43.87%. Following iterative development, we stopped the revision of pattern sets (training process) when we achieved, at the concept level, a sensitivity (recall) value of 91.83%, positive predictive value (precision) of 92.27%, and an F measure of 92.05% using the last training batch of documents (batch 6). We undertook a detailed failure analysis of the training set at the concept level and found no themes for the variation in false positives. After one additional pattern set revision, the final performance of the pattern sets (prior to test) was a recall of 97.48%, a precision of 90.23%, and an F measure of 93.71%. We also undertook a failure analysis of the inference process to classify documents with an EF of <40% in batch 6 of the training set, resulting in one false negative associated with format 2, and two false positives associated with format 5. At the document level for the test set one false negative was found, resulting in one misclassification; it was associated with format 3.
CUIMANDREef system testing
The CUIMANDREef test output consisted of correct and incorrect concepts when compared to the reference standard. For the test set of documents, at the document level, the NLP system accuracy was 98.2%. This represents 481 records matched out of 490 records. Table 4 includes the document-level classification for the reference standard and the NLP system in the test set. Note that 'positive' means EF is <40%; this is the condition we wanted to detect. Table 4 shows a high level of accuracy: (62+412)/475¼99.8% correct for the NLP extraction system when compared to the reference standard at the document-level classification. Fifteen documents from the total test set of 490 do not appear in this table because a classification was not determined by the annotators, the NLP system, or both.
As compared with the reference standard, the NLP performance on the document-level classification task was as follows: sensitivity (recall) 98.4% (95% CI 91.5 to 100.0), specificity 100% (95% CI 98.7 to 100.0), positive predictive value (precision) 100% (95% CI 91.5 to 100.0), and F measure 99.2% (95% CI 98.4 to 100.0). Specificity and positive predictive value are 100% because there were no false positives in the results from the test set. There was only one misclassification in the form of one false negative.
At the concept level, we assessed the performance of concept extraction across all classes, resulting in an overall sensitivity of 88.9% (95% CI 87.7 to 90.0), a positive predictive value of 95% (95% CI 94.2 to 95.9), and an F measure of 91.9%, (95% CI 91.2 to 92.7). Table 5 includes the concept-level analysis from the test documents. A detailed failure analysis of the NLP test set at the concept level was undertaken; no systematic reasons for the false positives were found.
Document results
Incomplete documents
There were 2116 documents from seven medical centers over an 18-month period that did not meet the minimum number of characters required for a document to be considered complete. Incomplete documents represented 15% of the echocardiogram reports initially obtained. The system ignored the incomplete reports because using them can provide inaccurate information. Incomplete reports may have some EF mentions but will not contain the most clinically relevant EF measurement, the measurement in the conclusion section of the report.
DISCUSSION
We successfully developed and used an NLP system (CUIMANDREef) to accurately classify VA echocardiogram reports at the document level according to whether or not they include an EF of <40%. The development of CUIMANDREef furthers the intention of meaningful use of EHRs as defined by the Department of Health and Human Services 1 5 36 which includes automatically extracting data from EHRs to improve quality of care. 25 Policy changes over the last 5 years requiring meaningful use of EHRs necessitate automation of clinical information not routinely found in structured data, such as the EF, through a means other than manual review of clinical records. 35 36 We used CUIMANDREef on a variety of VA echocardiogram report formats with good performance. In the combined training and test sets, there were four misclassifications at the document level: in the training set, one false negative was associated with format 2 and two false positives were associated with format 5, and in the test set, one false negative was associated with format 3. In the varying format types, the location of the conclusion section and a larger number of sections may have been potential causes of failure in the training and test sets; however, we cannot know this conclusively from our data. We conclude that the system performs exceptionally well across all sites and formats while noting that in this application, performance differed slightly by format.
Using this system in real time would require several considerations. We found a significant number of incomplete documents and the possibility of eliminating or navigating them would need to be addressed. For example, part of the proposed plan would be to remove documents below a minimum number of characters.
We acknowledge several limitations of this work. We used echocardiograph reports from a limited number of medical centers, so we may not have encountered all possible document formats within the VA. CUIMANDREef only identifies 88.9% of patients with EF <40. Yet within the VA we do not currently have an automated method to obtain EF values from text, so having 88.9% of the values from available text provides greater access to this data. We plan to further generalize CUIMANDREef with a greater variety of document formats to improve its performance. We are conducting research using machine learning to gain better performance to obtain EF in another study.
In addition, the study was conducted entirely with VA documents, which raises a question about generalizability outside the VA. However, the cardiologists reading and reporting on echocardiograms typically have been trained and/or currently work in non-VA as well as VA settings, and there is no reason to believe that VA echocardiography reports differ systematically from non-VA reports. Future work will sample documents more widely across VA medical centers.
CONCLUSION
We built CUIMANDREef which successfully extracted EF concepts and associated EF values from free-text echocardiogram reports. This system has a sensitivity (recall) of 88.9% and a positive predictive value (precision) of 95% at the concept level, and a sensitivity of 98.41% and a positive predictive value of 100% at the document level. Document format may affect system performance for document-level classification because of varying relevant section location and a larger number of sections, but this will need to be further explored in future research. However, knowing the EF helps providers determine treatment decisions. Using an automated system to capture this data is more efficient than manual review and improves access to data. Heart failure experts may identify important additional use cases for this system, and future research may study implementation methods for this useful tool. Automation of classification of EF <40% is an important first step in providing critical information for quality improvement within the context of meaningful use of EHRs for patients with heart failure.
